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Biomolecular©surface©mapping©methods©offer©an©important©alternative©method©for©character-
izing©protein–protein©and©protein–ligand©interactions©in©cases©in©which©it©is©not©possible©to
determine©high-resolution©three-dimensional©(3D)©structures©of©complexes.©Hydroxyl©radical
footprinting©offers©a©significant©advance©in©footprint©resolution©compared©with©traditional
chemical©derivatization.©Here©we©present©results©of©footprinting©performed©with©hydroxyl
radicals©generated©on©the©nanosecond©time©scale©by©laser-induced©photodissociation©of
hydrogen©peroxide.©We©applied©this©emerging©method©to©a©carbohydrate-binding©protein,
galectin-1.©Since©galectin-1©occurs©as©a©homodimer,©footprinting©was©employed©to©characterize
the©interface©of©the©monomeric©subunits.©Efficient©analysis©of©the©mass©spectrometry©data©for
the©oxidized©protein©was©achieved©with©the©recently©developed©ByOnic©(Palo©Alto,©CA)
software©that©was©altered©to©handle©the©large©number©of©modifications©arising©from©side-chain
oxidation.©Quantification©of©the©level©of©oxidation©has©been©achieved©by©employing©spectral
intensities©for©all©of©the©observed©oxidation©states©on©a©per-residue©basis.©The©level©of©accuracy
achievable©from©spectral©intensities©was©determined©by©examination©of©mixtures©of©synthetic
peptides©related©to©those©present©after©oxidation©and©tryptic©digestion©of©galectin-1.©A©direct
relationship©between©side-chain©solvent©accessibility©and©level©of©oxidation©emerged,©which
enabled©the©prediction©of©the©level©of©oxidation©given©the©3D©structure©of©the©protein.©The
precision©of©this©relationship©was©enhanced©through©the©use©of©average©solvent©accessibilities
computed©from©10©ns©molecular©dynamics©simulations©of©the©protein.© (J©Am©Soc©Mass
Spectrom©2008,©19,©1692–1705)©©©2008©American©Society©for©Mass©Spectrometry

There©has©been©increasing©interest©in©the©develop-
ment©of©high-throughput©methods©for©character-
izing©protein-ligand©contact©surfaces©(footprint-

ing).©One©approach©employs©hydrogen-deuterium
exchange©mass©spectrometry©(H/D-Ex©MS)©[1–5]©to
monitor©the©level,©or©rate,©of©amide©proton©exchange©in
the©backbone©of©a©protein©in©deuterated©water.©To©detect
and©quantify©the©level©of©deuterium©incorporation©by
mass©spectrometry©typically©necessitates©proteolytic©di-
gestion©under©conditions©that©attenuate©hydrogen©back-
exchange,©such©as©low©pH©and©low©temperature.©How-
ever,©under©these©conditions,©complete©digestion©of©the
protein©is©difficult©to©achieve©[6].©Additionally,©while
deuterium©exchange©is©altered©in©the©presence©or©ab-
sence©of©a©ligand,©it©is©a©complex©phenomenon©that
depends©heavily©on©protein©folding©kinetics©and©local
amino©acid©sequence.©It©is©also©worth©noting©that©the
backbone©amide©protons©are©not©necessarily©differen-
tially©shielded©by©the©presence©of©a©ligand,©that©is,©they
may©be©shielded©by©side©chains©in©both©the©free©and

bound©form©of©a©protein–ligand©complex.©Chemical
derivatization©methods,©such©as©biotinylation©[7,©8]©or
acetylation©[9,©10],©which©focus©on©the©side©chains,©have
been©employed©to©probe©protein–protein,©protein–li-
gand,©or©protein–nucleic©acid©interactions.©The©advan-
tage©of©these©methods©over©deuterium-exchange©is©that
the©modification©is©irreversible,©facilitating©analysis,
whereas©perhaps©the©most©notable©limitation©is©that©only
a©few©residues©or©types©of©residues©will©be©labeled©in©any
protein.©Thus,©the©resolution©of©the©contact©surface©is
extremely©low.©An©alternative©chemical©derivatization
method©that©employs©hydroxyl©radicals©to©oxidize©the
side©chains©appears©to©offer©several©advantages.©First,
hydroxyl©radicals©are©highly©reactive©and©result©in
covalent©modifications©that©facilitate©a©high©throughput
proteomic©type©analysis©of©the©product.©Further,©in
contrast to H/D exchange, the extent of hydroxyl
radical oxidation for any given amino acid appears to
depend directly on solvent accessibility [11–13]. Thus,
this type of labeling should be useful in identifying
ligand contact regions. Lastly, in contrast to other
chemical derivatization methods, depending on the
manner in which they are generated, and on exposure
times, hydroxyl radicals, can react with all amino acid
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side chains. Methods to generate hydroxyl radicals, in
biological environments, include direct synchrotron ra-
diolysis of water [14–17], photodissociation of di-
lute hydrogen peroxide induced by high-energy laser
[18–20], UV [13, 21], or �-irradiation [22]. Alternative
methods include Fenton chemistry [23–25], whereby
hydroxyl radicals are generated by contact between
hydrogen peroxide and metal-bound ethylenediami-
netetraacetic acid, or by high voltage discharge within
an electrospray ion source [26, 27]. In several methods,
a major drawback is the availability or complexity of the
instrumentation. While Fenton chemistry is an afford-
able method that has been utilized in the structural
analysis of nucleic acids [28–30] and has been also
applied to study proteins [31, 32], it also requires long
incubation times and chemical additives. For a weak
interaction, as is typical for many carbohydrate–protein
complexes, a long incubation or exposure time would
allow the ligand to undergo multiple exchanges with
the protein surface, during which the contact region
would be exposed to reactive radicals. Additionally,
rapid reaction is necessary to ensure that the oxidation
of the amino acids takes place before any unfolding or
other conformational changes of the protein occurs. To
minimize these issues, we believe pulsed laser-induced
dissociation of hydrogen peroxide is advantageous
due to the relatively rapid speed of hydroxyl radical
generation.
Previous studies by Hambly and Gross [19, 20] and

Aye et al. [18] have demonstrated the utility of gener-
ating hydroxyl radicals by a single laser pulse of dilute
hydrogen peroxide. The radical concentration achieved
from a single pulse of a dilute peroxide solution (1% or
less) is adequate to achieve significant levels of protein
surface oxidation [18, 19]. This is an important obser-
vation since the resulting oxidation leads to protein
denaturation [18] and, thus, although subsequent irra-
diation would ensure high oxidation levels, it would
not be appropriate for 3D structural studies. In the li-
mit, multiple laser pulses can also lead to backbone
cleavage [33].
High-resolution footprinting necessitates not only

the identification of the sites of oxidation (on a per-
amino acid residue basis), but also the quantitation of
the level or rate of oxidation at each site. Mass spec-
trometry provides a powerful tool for this characteriza-
tion although, since the majority of side chains can
exhibit multiple oxidation states, data analysis is chal-
lenging. In a typical protein sequencing analysis, the
protein is digested by a specific protease, such as
trypsin, and the resulting fragments sequenced by
tandem MS methods. This approach relies heavily on
knowledge of the masses of each amino acid and any
post-translation modifications. Commonly used pro-
teomics software, such as SEQUEST [34] or Mascot [35],
are not optimized to handle the extensive number of
permutations generated by the range of possible side-
chain oxidation states. To address this issue, we em-
ployed a program (ByOnic [36]), which has been spe-

cifically modified to handle the large number of amino
acid modifications associated with hydroxyl radical
oxidation. ByOnic combines de novo sequencing and
database searching to match the peptide fragments to a
sequence provided by the user.
Although relative peptide abundances in a protein

digest may be estimated by spectral counting, the
quantitation of proteomics data benefits from more
sophisticated treatments [37]. Here we employ a label-
free approach to quantify the subtle differences in
pre-residue oxidation levels arising from reaction with
hydroxyl radical. Proteolysis of an oxidized protein
leads to multiple instances of peptides with the same
sequence, which differs only in the extent of oxidation.
To quantify the level of oxidation at any given site
requires the identification of all peptides with oxidation
at that site, using tandem MS. We compute the percent-
age of oxidation at each amino acid (%AAox) from the
LC-MS signal intensities of each peptide containing a
specific oxidized amino acid (Iox), relative to the total of
all intensities associated with that peptide sequence
(Iox � Inon-ox) using the following straightforward
relationship:

%AAox �
� Iox

� Iox � � Inon�ox

� 100 (1)

To ascertain the suitability of our use of spectral inten-
sities for quantitation of oxidation levels, as well as to
indicate the extent to which a quantitative relationship
exists between oxidation and side-chain solvent acces-
sibility, we have applied hydroxyl radical footprinting
to a small globular protein for which extensive X-ray
structural data exists. Galectin-1 is a homodimer mem-
ber of the galectin family found in many animals
including humans, which has the ability to bind oli-
gosaccharide ligands containing galactosyl residues
[38–42]. Galectins are the target of many studies be-
cause of their involvement in various biological pro-
cesses such as cell adhesion, differentiation, regulation
of cell growth, regulation of apoptosis, cell activation,
mRNA splicing, inflammation, and induction of Ca2�
dependent signal transduction pathways [43–46]. Due
to its small size, and the availability of X-ray structures
from various species, with various ligands, galectin-1 is
a suitable protein for mass spectrometric analysis and
surface mapping method development.
The interpretation of hydroxyl radical surface map-

ping data, in terms of 3D structural properties, is based
on the assumption that those residues that are exposed
to solvent will react more readily with hydroxyl radi-
cals than buried or otherwise shielded residues. To
assist in the analysis of the MS data, we have emplo-
yed molecular dynamics (MD) simulations to predict
the time-averaged solvent accessible surface area
(�SASA�) of each side chain [5]. In contrast to X-ray
structural data, MD simulations enable the generation
of a realistic ensemble of side-chain orientations in
solution at experimental temperature, which can be
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particularly important when employing homology
models [47]. Additionally, MD refined side-chain en-
sembles have been shown to lead to better correlation
with experimentally-determined levels of oxidation [5],
and so provide a robust basis for estimating �SASA�
values. This computational approach also allows us to
separate the galectin-1 homodimer into its two subunits
and predict the solvent accessibility of the residues in
the interface region. In addition, molecular modeling
techniques [48–50] can be particularly useful in gener-
ating the 3D fold of proteins of interest when no
experimentally-derived structure is available, and in
this study we examine the extent to which a homology-
based model of galectin-1 can be used to interpret
oxidative footprinting data. In principle, oxidative sur-
face mapping could provide a valuable alternative to
NMR or X-ray analysis for validating predictions from
such popular computational methods as homology
modeling and automated ligand docking. However, to
employ footprinting effectively in this regard, a quan-
titative understanding of the relationship between sol-
vent accessibility and extent of oxidation must be de-
veloped. We are approaching this problem by
quantifying the experimental data and by employing a
robust method to estimate side-chain �SASA�.

Experimental

Sample Preparation

Galectin-1, with the sequence characterized by Cho and
Cummings [39], was expressed in Chinese hamster
ovary (CHO) cells, purified as described previously
[39], and stored under reducing conditions in presence
of dithiothreitol (DTT) [51], Bio-Rad Laboratories (Her-
cules, CA). Before laser exposure, DTT was removed by
dialysis using Spectra/Por RC Float-A-Lyzer, MW 3500,
Spectrum Laboratories Inc. (Rancho Dominguez, CA).
Galectin-1 concentration was adjusted to 0.25 mM by
adding a 10 times diluted phosphate buffer saline (0.1�
PBS), Mediatech, Inc. (Herndon, VA). Immediately be-
fore laser exposure, the protein solution was mixed
with hydrogen peroxide (10%, by dilution of 30%
solution wt/wt), Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, MO) to a
final concentration of 1%, to a final volume of 8 �L
(final protein concentration �0.22 mM).
Synthetic peptides, in greater than 98% purity were

purchased from Biomatic Corporation (Wilmington,
DE) and stored as a lyophilized powder. Before laser
exposure, each peptide was resuspended in 25 mM
ammonium bicarbonate buffer to a concentration of 0.75
mM. An aliquot (4.2 �L) of the peptide solution was
added to a solution of hydrogen peroxide (10%) and 25
mM ammonium bicarbonate (both Sigma-Aldrich) and
adjusted to a final concentration of 1% H2O2, and the
total volume of 8 �L (final peptide concentration �30
mM). Purified water (18.2 M�) for all resuspensions
and buffer preparations was obtained from an in-house

NANOpure (Barnstead International, Dubuque, IA) Di-
amond system.

Laser Photolysis

Hydroxyl radicals were generated by exposure to radi-
ation from a Compex 110 KrF excimer laser operating at
248 nm, Lambda Physik, Coherent Inc. (Santa Clara,
CA). A microcentrifuge tube (1.5 mL) containing 8 �L of
the protein or peptide hydrogen peroxide solution was
aligned along the beam axis to ensure the maximal
contact of the laser beam with the protein solution, at a
distance of 12 cm from the laser source. Each sample
was exposed to a single 30 ns laser pulse with the
adjusted laser power of 110 mJ/pulse. In the case of
multiple pulses, a pulse rate of 5 Hz was employed.
Immediately after irradiation, the sample was flash-
frozen in liquid nitrogen and lyophilized for 1.5 h to
remove any remaining H2O2 and water.

Gel Electrophoresis

Before gel electrophoresis, the lyophilized samples
were resuspended in 0.1 � PBS buffer. A premixed
running electrophoresis Laemmli sample buffer (62.5
mM Tris-HCl, pH 6.8, 2% sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS),
25% glycerol, 0.01% bromophenol blue) with addition
of 5% reducing agent �-mercaptoethanol (both Bio-Rad
Laboratories, Hercules, CA) was added to the PBS-
sample solution in a 2:1 vol/vol ratio. A 4% to 10%
Tris-tricine SDS gel (Bio-Rad Laboratories) was run
under two buffer systems, anode (0.2 M Tris-HCl, pH
8.9) and cathode (0.1 M Tris, 1 M tricine, 1% SDS, pH
8.25) [52] to identify any possible protein fragments.
Electrophoresis voltage and current conditions were 150 V
and 100 A, respectively, and the length of the run was 1 h
15min. After completion of the run, the gel waswashed in
nanopure water and stained via a silver staining proce-
dure, using SilverSNAP Stain Kit II; Pierce (Rockford, IL)
following the manufacturer’s protocol.

Proteolytic Digestion

To prepare the sample for mass spectrometric analysis,
the lyophilized protein (or peptide) was resuspended in
15 �L (50 mM) ammonium bicarbonate (Sigma-Aldrich)
digest buffer. For samples of the protein, dithiothreitol
(Bio-Rad Laboratories) was added to a final DTT con-
centration of 10 mM, and the solution heated in a water
bath for 1 h at 60 °C. Iodoacetamide (IAA; Sigma-
Aldrich) was added to the sample to give a final IAA
concentration of 50 mM, and the sample incubated for
1 h at room temperature. Finally, sequencing grade
modified trypsin, Promega (Madison, WI) was added in
a 1:30 (protease:protein) ratio. The pH of the mixture
was determined by pHydrion Papers; Micro Essential
Laboratory (Brooklyn, NY) to be between 6 and 8. The
sample was then incubated for 18 h at 37 °C. Digestion
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was quenched by removing the trypsin and salts from
the solution by passing through a C-18 ZipTip, Milli-
pore Corporation (Bedford, MA). The galectin-1 digest
was eluted from the ZipTip with 10 �L of mixed solvent
acetonitrile:water:formic acid (50:49.9:0.1 (vol/vol)),
dried on a speedvac, and resuspended in 10 �L (0.1%,
vol/vol) aqueous solution of formic acid (Sigma-Al-
drich) and stored at 6 °C before analyzed.

ESI-FT and MALDI-TOF

Single mass spectra were obtained by high-resolution
MALDI-TOF, using a 4700 Proteomics Analyzer, Ap-
plied Biosystems (Lincoln, CA). In a typical experiment,
0.5 �L of each sample was mixed with 0.6 �L of 10
mg/mL �-cyano-4-hydroxycinnamic acid (	-Aldrich)
dissolved in ethanol, spotted on a MALDI plate, Ap-
plied Biosystems (Foster City, CA) and analyzed in a
reflector positive mode with 4200-fixed laser intensity.
Tandem mass spectrometry was performed on a

Finnigan LTQ-FT hybrid linear ion trap/Fourier trans-
form ion cyclotron resonance (FTICR) mass spectrome-
ter (7-tesla) with an electrospray ionization source (ESI),
Thermo Electron (San Jose, CA), connected to an Agi-
lent 1100 capillary liquid chromatograph (Palo Alto,
CA) through a C18 column, 15 cm � 150 �m, Micro-
Tech Scientific (Vista, CA). To elute peptides from the
column, mobile phases A, 99.9% H2O/0.1% formic acid
(vol/vol), and B, 99.9% acetonitrile/0.1% formic acid
(vol/vol) were used. In a 130 min run, a gradient from
5% to 80% (vol/vol) B was employed at a flow rate of 1
�L/min. MS/MS spectra were acquired on the nine
most abundant ion precursors from each MS scan. Raw
datasets were converted into mzXML format, followed
by conversion to pkl format, using ReAdW and
mzXML2Other [53].

Peak Assignment and Quantitation of Oxidation

Established software for identification of MS/MS peaks
from proteolytic digests, such as Mascot [35] and
SEQUEST [34] are not currently well suited for the
analysis of datasets that include a large number of
post-translational mass modifications, as arise from
hydroxyl radical oxidation. Emerging programs, such
as MyriMatch [54] and ByOnic [36], have more flexibil-
ity in this regard. For peak assignment we employed
ByOnic to search against a database containing only the
CHO galectin-1 sequence [39], augmented by common
mass modifications, as associated with carbamidom-
ethylation of cysteine and oxidation of methionine, as
well as 14 potential mass shifts arising from side-chain
oxidation. This number of mass modifications leads to
over 45 potential oxidation products (Table 1). Most of
the expected oxidation products have been previously
characterized by the Chance laboratory [11, 55, 56], and
some of the less common modifications have been
described by Berlett and Stadtman [57] and Kubota et

al. [58]. ByOnic includes three features not found in
most database-search programs that make it especially
suitable for identifying multiply modified peptides.
First, it recalibrates m/z measurements based on well-
identified peaks from an initial pass through the data.
We defined a well-identified peak to be a singly
charged b- or y-ion from a peptide identification with
P-value smaller than 0.001. Unlike SEQUEST or Mascot,
ByOnic’s scoring algorithm counts a match with 0.1 Da
error more heavily than one with 0.2 Da error; hence
recalibration offers improved sensitivity and specificity.
Second, to improve efficiency, each type of modification
has a user-defined limit on the number of occurrences
per peptide. For example, up to five modifications per
peptide were allowed, with at most four oxidations on
reactive residues (cysteine, methionine, histidine, tryp-
tophan, leucine, isoleucine, valine, arginine, phenylala-
nine, and tyrosine), and at most one on less reactive
residues. This is in contrast to other methods that allow
a peptide to carry any number of each type of enabled
modification. Third, results are double-checked with a
“wild-card” modification; this type of search allows any
integer change, within user-settable mass limits, to any
one residue in each peptide. A wild card can be enabled
along with any other set of modifications, and often
finds unanticipated chemical artifacts such as sodiation,
over-alkylation [59], and carbamidomethylated N-ter-
mini. Therefore, ByOnic was chosen as the main data-
base search tool for this study. In general, searches were
performed with the following search parameters: spec-

Table 1. Observeda mass changes from side chain oxidation

Residue
Potential mass

changes
Associated modifications

[55, 57]

C �16; �32, �48 Hydroxy, sulfonic acid
M �16; �32; �32 Sulfoxide, aldehyde,

sulfone
W �16, �32, �48; �20 Hydroxy, ring opening,

hydroxykynurenine
Y �16, �32, �48 Hydroxy
F �16, �32, �48 Hydroxy
H �16; �5, �10, �23, �22 Oxo, ring opening
L �16; �14 Hydroxy, carbonyl
Ib �16; �14 Hydroxy, carbonyl
V �16; �14 Hydroxy, carbonyl
P �16; �14; �30 Hydroxy, carbonyl,

pyrrolidone
R �43; �16; �14 Deguanidination, hydroxy,

carbonyl
Kb �16; �14 Hydroxy, carbonyl
E �30; �16; �14 Decarboxylation, hydroxy,

carbonyl
Q �16; �14 Hydroxy, carbonyl
D �30; �16 Decarboxylation, hydroxy
Nb �16 Hydroxy
S �16; �2 Hydroxy; -H2O
Tb �2 -H2O
Ab �16 Hydroxy

aObserved mass changes shown in boldface.
bLow level of oxidation observed (�2%).
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ificity for tryptic fragments, fragment ion tolerance of
0.35 Da (after recalibration), peptide tolerance varied
with parent charges (1.5 Da per charge), and including
all of the mass modifications listed in Table 1. All
oxidation positions were confirmed by tandem MS.
Quantitation of the level of oxidation at each amino

acid position was performed using an in-house pro-
gram that first matched the peptide masses from the
LC-MS spectra to the sequences previously identified
by ByOnic. The level of oxidation for any given amino
acid was then computed by summing the spectral
intensities for all peptides containing that amino acid,
using the LC-MS spectral intensities for the peptides.
The percentage of oxidation on a per-residue basis was
then readily computed from eq 1: a representative
example of this procedure is presented in Figure S1,
which can be found in the electronic version of this
article. For reasons of sensitivity, levels of oxidation
were computed from LC-MS data rather than from
MALDI-TOF data. Although this required a more com-
plex data analysis, it generated a more complete list of
oxidation states and therefore led to a more complete
understanding of the relationship between solvent ac-
cessibility and level of oxidation.

Molecular Modeling

Since there are no crystal structures of CHO galectin-1,
a homology model was generated that was subse-
quently employed in MD simulations. A template struc-
ture (pdb id: 1W6P [60] for the homology model that
has 90% sequence identity with CHO galectin-1 was
identified by searching the National Center for Biotech-
nology Information (NCBI) BLAST database (www.
ncbi.nlm.nih.gov) and retrieved from the Research Col-
laboratory for Structural Biology (RCSB) database [61].
The model was built using the Molecular Operating
Environment (MOE), Chemical Computing Group Inc.
(www.chemcomp.com) program. To calculate the
�SASA� of each side chain in galectin-1, a 10-ns MD
simulation of the complete protein (homodimer), as
well as of one subunit of the protein (monomer) was
performed using the all-atom AMBER 9 [62] force field
with the PARM99 protein parameters [63]. All histidine
residues were considered as neutral and were proton-
ated at the N
 position. Before the MD simulations, the
protein was solvated by 10,600 TIP3P [64] water mole-
cules for the homodimer and 5637 waters for monomer.
Counter ions were added to neutralize charge (four
Na� per monomer) using the tLEAP module of AMBER.
Each system was subjected to energy minimization
(1000 steps of steepest descent and 1000 of conjugate
gradient) and heated from 0 K to the simulation tem-
perature of 300 K over 50 ps. The simulation was
performed using the NPT ensemble, at 1 atm using a
2-fs integration time step. The atomic coordinates were
stored every 10 ps for analysis, for a total of 1000
snapshots. SASA values were calculated for individual
snapshots employing the NACCESS program [65], with

�SASA� and standard deviations computed over the
10 ns simulation.

Results and Discussion

Effect of Number of Laser Exposures and
Hydrogen Peroxide Concentration on
Protein Integrity

To ensure a high-resolution footprint, it is necessary to
minimize the duration of exposure to hydroxyl radical
relative to ligand binding kinetics; yet, to observe
oxidation an adequate level of hydroxyl radicals is
essential. Laser-induced radical formation has the po-
tential to satisfy these requirements [18]. Additionally,
the extent of side-chain oxidation may be enhanced by
increasing the number of laser exposures, or by increas-
ing the concentration of peroxide [18]; however, ex-
treme oxidation conditions can lead to protein disinte-
gration via back bone cleavage [33]. To examine the
effect of these variables on protein integrity, initial
experiments were performed with 1, 5, 15, and 25 laser
exposures, under a range of hydrogen peroxide concen-
trations, and the resultant products analyzed by SDS-
PAGE.
In the case of galectin-1, backbone cleavages were

observed (Figure S2) after multiple laser pulses, espe-
cially in cases of 15 and 25 shots, which on the sodium
dodecyl sulfate polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis
(SDS-PAGE) gel can be seen as smaller fragments that
migrated between 14 and 5 kDa. In addition, there was
an obvious decrease in the intensity of galectin-1 at 14.5
kDa after 25 laser pulses, which could be attributed to
extensive protein degradation. In contrast, the SDS-
PAGE analysis indicated that increasing the concentra-
tion of hydrogen peroxide did not affect protein back-
bone integrity with a single laser pulse. However, to
avoid the potential for protein denaturation [18], we
elected to employ a single laser exposure with a 1%
peroxide concentration.

Oxidation Experiments Applied to a
Synthetic Peptide

To confirm that our experimental conditions were able
to generate the expected oxidation states without lead-
ing to any backbone fragmentation (as suggested by the
SDS-PAGE data) a synthetic fragment of galectin-1
(LHFNPR, peptide-1) was subjected to hydroxyl radical
oxidation. Peptide-1 corresponds to positions 44-49 in
galectin-1 and with m/z 783.4 (molecular weight of
782.91 Da). An examination of the MALDI-TOF data for
the oxidized peptide confirmed that there was no
backbone cleavage. As expected, the most abundant
product was the peptide with a single oxidation (mass
change of �16 Da, m/z 799.4), while the second most
abundant product contained two oxidations (�32 Da,
m/z 815.4) (Figure 1). Subsequent MS/MS analysis con-
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firmed that most of the expected oxidation states were
present in the sample. The difference between the
MALDI-TOF and LC-MS experiments was in the ability
of the FT instrument to detect products of oxidation that
were present in very low amounts. By tandem mass
spectrometry, histidine oxidation states with mass
changes of �16, �10, and �22 Da were identified, as
well as leucine oxidation products with �16 and �14
mass changes, and proline with addition of 14 Da.
Phenylalanine was found in three oxidation states with
addition of 16, 32, and 48 Da. Some of these higher
oxidation products were also identified in the MALDI-
TOF spectrum, but in such low quantities that in other
circumstances these would be most likely considered as
noise.
Not all of the possible oxidation states were identi-

fied for the residues in peptide-1, for example neither
arginine nor asparagine were oxidized. Nonetheless,
the extent of oxidation was deemed sufficient to war-
rant application of this method to intact galectin-1.
Before that, however, we continued with the examina-
tion of synthetic peptides to determine the extent to
which the level of oxidation could be quantified from
spectral intensities.

Quantitation of Level of Oxidation

To confirm that spectral intensities may be employed to
quantify the extent of oxidation, as defined in eq 1,
samples of two additional synthetic peptides, which
represent oxidized fragments of galectin-1, were
prepared in known concentrations. In peptide-2
(LHYNPR), the phenylalanine has been replaced by a
tyrosine in position three. This substitution results in a
net change of 16 Da and is equivalent to an oxidation
product of the phenylalanine. Similarly, peptide-3
(LDFNPR), is also an oxidized form of peptide-1. In

peptide-3, the histidine was replaced by an aspartic
acid, which is a net mass change of �22 Da. At an
advanced stage of histidine oxidation, the ring of the
histidine side chain opens, and two amino groups and
a carbonyl group are replaced by a carboxyl group,
which results in a loss of 22 Da [11, 15]. A summary of
the peptide molecular weights, amino acid replace-
ments, and the net molecular weight changes is pre-
sented in Table 2.
Mixtures of each of the peptides containing represen-

tative oxidations (peptide-2 and peptide-3) with the non-
oxidized material (peptide-1) were prepared in the fol-
lowing ratios peptide-1:peptide-2 (60:40) and
peptide-1:peptide3 (33:66). Additionally, a sample con-
taining all three peptides was prepared in a ratio of
peptide-1:peptide-2:peptide3 (50:25:25). From the peak
intensities of the peptides in each sample, the levels of
oxidation for phenylalanine and histidine were deter-
mined (eq 1, Table 3). The intensities for all peptides in
each sample were determined using both MALDI-TOF
and LC-MS experiments. To be consistent with the
proposed analysis of galectin-1, all mass spectrometry
data for the synthetic samples were processed using the
ByOnic software, followed by intensity summation on a
per-residue basis using an in-house program. In gen-
eral, both mass spectrometric methods resulted in close
agreement with each other and with the known concen-
trations. Quantitation using the LC-MS data were only

Figure 1. Peptide-1 before (a) and after oxidation (b), indicating oxidation of phenylalanine (m/z 799)
and histidine (m/z 761 and 773).

Table 2. Synthetic peptides used in quantification studies

Peptide Sequence m/z
Mass
change

Oxidation
equivalent

1 LHFNPR 782.91 Nonoxidized
2 LHYNPR 798.91 �16 Da F3Y
3 LDFNPR 760.85 –22 Da H2D
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slightly less accurate than the high-resolution MALDI
data. In the case of the phenylalanine oxidation
(peptide-1:peptide-2) a maximum error of 2% with
respect to the known concentrations was observed,
while for the histidine oxidation (peptide-1:peptide-3) a
slightly higher error of 6% was noted. In the third test
case, the ratio of all three peptides was determined.
Again, there was generally good agreement between
the known ratios and the intensity-determined values
for each mass spectrometry method. As seen in the
simple mixtures, the measured level of phenylalanine
oxidation (24% by MALDI-TOF, 26% by LC-MS) was in
slightly better agreement with the known concentration
(25%) than for the histidine oxidation product (22% by
MALDI-TOF, 28% by LC-MS). The fact that the ESI and
MALDI data were in good agreement with each other
and with the expected values suggests that each of the
peptides displayed similar ionization efficiencies, al-
though that the “oxidation” of histidine to aspartate
(�22) might be expected to impact the net charge.
Generally, the dominant charge state for these peptides
under the ionization conditions used was �1. Previous
studies of a peptide containing both a histidine and an
arginine side chain indicated that the first protonation
occurred on exclusively on the arginine [66]. Eliminat-
ing the histidine would leave the arginine as the dom-
inant basic site, and replacing it with an aspartate

should not significantly alter the surface activity in the
droplet for the ESI experiments [67, 68]. Therefore,
under electrospray ionization conditions where the �1
charge state dominates, it is not surprising to find that
the replacement of a histidine with an aspartate does
not significantly alter the ionization efficiency of the
arginine-containing peptide.

Extent of Oxidation of Galectin-1 from Single
Laser Exposure

An examination of the high-resolution MALDI-TOF
spectra of the tryptic digest of oxidized galectin-1
clearly indicated that a single laser pulse in the presence
of 1% hydrogen peroxide induced significant oxidation
of the protein (Figure 2). As a result of the oxidation,
intensities of nonoxidized peptides decreased, for ex-
ample in the peptides with m/z 1486, 1142, 1041, and
942, while numerous new peaks resulting from side-
chain oxidation appeared. To fully characterize the sites
of oxidation, tandem mass spectrometry with further
fragmentation of peptides was performed.
Employing ByOnic to search against a database

comprised of the sequence of galectin-1, allowing for 14
known mass changes from oxidation, led to the obser-
vation of 43 unique side-chain oxidation products

Table 3. Oxidation level equivalents for mixtures of synthetic peptides

Method

Pep-1 and Pep-2
F oxid – 40%

Pep-1 and Pep-3
H oxid – 66%

Pep-1, pep-2 and pep-3
F and H oxid – 25 % each

m/z 799 oxidation (%) m/z 761 oxidation (%) m/z 799 oxidation (%) m/z 761 oxidation (%)

MALDI-TOF 41.9 (1.2)a 64.1 (2.8) 24.5 (0.8) 26.5 (0.7)
LC-MS 42.8 (2.1) 66.4 (6.6) 23 (1.2) 27.4 (2.7)

aStandard deviation in parentheses.

Figure 2. MS spectrum of tryptic digestion of galectin-1 before oxidation (a), and after oxidation (b).
Oxidation leads to more facile proteolysis, formation of peaks from oxidation products, and a decrease
in the abundance of non-oxidized peptides (see peak indicated by arrows).
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Figure 3. Tandem mass spectra of a tryptic peptide from galectin-1 in nonoxidized (a) and oxidized
(b) forms indicating peaks associated with a 22 Da mass loss, typical of histidine oxidation.

Figure 4. Per-residue oxidation levels plotted on the solvent accessible surface of dimeric galectin-1
(a). Galectin-1 dimer interface in detail. Reporter residues are indicated in shades of red according to
the measured level of side-chain oxidation. From left: ribbon structure of the homodimer, solvent
accessible surface structure of the homodimer, and monomeric subunit illustrating interfacial
residues (b).
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Table 4. Per-residue oxidation levels and side chain �SASA� values for galectin-1

Residue

Oxidation [%] �SASA� [Å2]

Residue

Oxidation [%] �SASA� [Å2]

Dimer Dimer Monomer Dimer Dimer Monomer

A1 0.0 (0.0)a 57 (14) 82 (2) K28 0.0 (0.0) 112 (11) 114 (8)
A6 0.1 (0.1) 8 (4) 34 (4) K36 0.1 (0.0) 99 (13) 115 (8)
A24 0.0 (0.0) 38 (8) 17 (6) K63 0.0 (0.0) 33 (7) 31 (4)
A27 0.0 (0.0) 10 (4) 0 (0) K99 n.d. 87 (12) 86 (7)
A51 0.0 (0.0) 18 (6) 21 (4) K107 0.0 (0.0) 97 (8) 101 (12)
A55 0.0 (0.0) 40 (6) 46 (4) K127 0.0 (0.0) 119 (15) 134 (17)
A67 0.0 (0.0) 62 (4) 64 (2) K129 0.0 (0.0) 75 (18) 113 (20)
A76 0.0 (0.1) 44 (12) 41 (5) L4 56.1 (12.4) 16 (8) 67 (8)
A94 n.db 57 (5) 57 (3) L9 0.0 (0.0) 3 (2) 14 (4)
A116 0.0 (0.0) 35 (11) 27 (6) L11 13.3 (8.6) 8 (6) 3 (2)
A121 1.9 (3.1) 11 (3) 11 (2) L17 0.0 (0.0) 3 (3) 1 (1)
A122 0.0 (0.0) 6 (5) 4 (1) L32 0.0 (0.0) 11 (6) 5 (2)
A132 1.5 (2.6) 15 (6) 50 (4) L34 0.0 (0.1) 4 (3) 1 (1)
C2 41.9 (9.7) 85 (9) 71 (4) L41 12.5 (7.2) 5 (3) 3 (2)
C16 18.7 (4.0) 29 (10) 34 (9) L43 20.7 (6.6) 3 (2) 1 (1)
C42 54.9 (7.8) 1 (2) 0 (1) L96 n.d. 1 (2) 0 (0)
C60 5.8 (1.4) 2 (2) 0 (0) L100 8.9 (7.8) 10 (8) 0 (0)
C88 n.d. 23 (8) 15 (5) L112 n.d. 25 (10) 12 (3)
C130 0.0 (0.0) 25 (8) 68 (7) M114 94.0 (2.5) 21 (9) 27 (7)
D26 0.0 (0.0) 100 (6) 88 (12) M120 83.8 (10.2) 6 (5) 3 (2)
D37 2.6 (0.5) 55 (8) 50 (5) N8 0.0 (0.0) 49 (10) 109 (4)
D54 0.0 (0.0) 23 (4) 16 (2) N10 0.0 (0.0) 86 (13) 86 (6)
D64 0.0 (0.0) 65 (9) 76 (5) N33 0.0 (0.1) 20 (4) 24 (2)
D92 n.d. 67 (6) 70 (5) N39 0.9 (1.3) 61 (8) 67 (4)
D95 n.d. 45 (8) 38 (5) N40 0.0 (0.0) 29 (8) 33 (6)
D102 1.5 (1.3) 98 (16) 72 (4) N46 0.6 (1.1) 10 (4) 8 (2)
D123 1.0 (0.9) 38 (10) 65 (5) N50 0.0 (0.0) 90 (6) 96 (6)
D125 0.0 (0.0) 69 (9) 29 (6) N56 0.0 (0.0) 87 (9) 82 (5)
E15 0.0 (0.0) 68 (30) 37 (11) N61 0.0 (0.1) 11 (4) 10 (2)
E22 0.0 (0.0) 86 (13) 67 (10) N65 0.0 (0.0) 99 (7) 109 (3)
E71 0.1 (0.2) 66 (8) 49 (4) N110 0.0 (0.0) 1 (1) 5 (1)
E74 10.4 (11.1) 37 (10) 30 (5) N113 0.0 (0.1) 89 (9) 118 (5)
E86 n.d. 50 (14) 35 (8) N118 0.0 (0.0) 47 (8) 58 (5)
E105 0.0 (0.0) 75 (10) 77 (9) P13 0.0 (0.0) 36 (9) 37 (5)
E115 0.0 (0.0) 104 (15) 119 (9) P25 55.1 (9.0) 96 (4) 91 (5)
E134 n.d. 95 (14) 77 (18) P47 0.1 (0.1) 1 (1) 0 (0)
F30 0.1 (0.1) 7 (3) 2 (2) P75 91.6 (7.5) 103 (4) 60 (4)
F45 18.5 (12) 7 (5) 2 (2) P78 n.d. 36 (12) 26 (3)
F49 3.5 (2.8) 8 (3) 10 (2) P81 n.d. 38 (7) 54 (6)
F77 94.8 (7.6) 14 (7) 15 (3) P101 7.4 (4.1) 56 (17) 33 (2)
F79 n.d. 10 (6) 3 (1) P109 35.9 (7.4) 68 (7) 57 (3)
F91 n.d. 4 (2) 1 (1) Q80 n.d. 114 (12) 122 (6)
F106 n.d. 18 (6) 14 (2) Q93 n.d. 87 (20) 94 (19)
F108 n.d. 5 (3) 0 (0) R20 98.9 (0.4) 118 (14) 109 (10)
F126 0.0 (0.0) 6 (5) 6 (3) R48 6.1 (1.7) 31 (8) 7 (3)
F133 n.d. 21 (9) 70 (13) R73 n.d. 78 (6) 83 (8)
G3 0.0 (0.0) 8 (3) 23 (2) R111 54.4 (9.1) 65 (8) 66 (4)
G14 0.0 (0.0) 36 (4) 31 (2) S7 5.1 (1.4) 37 (6) 54 (5)
G21 0.0 (0.0) 1 (1) 0 (0) S29 0.0 (0.0) 14 (6) 21 (3)
G35 0.0 (0.0) 0 (0) 0 (0) S38 35.9 (2.0) 55 (6) 53 (3)
G53 0.0 (0.0) 38 (4) 41 (1) S62 4.2 (0.4) 4 (2) 5 (1)
G66 0.0 (0.0) 19 (5) 10 (2) S83 n.d. 28 (7) 35 (4)
G69 0.0 (0.0) 20 (3) 18 (1) T57 0.0 (0.0) 24 (5) 29 (3)
G82 n.d. 14 (4) 18 (3) T70 0.0 (0.0) 102 (6) 104 (3)
G103 0.0 (0.0) 31 (4) 23 (4) T84 n.d. 60 (10) 76 (13)
G124 0.0 (0.0) 11 (6) 24 (2) T90 n.d. 41 (11) 47 (5)
H44 4.5 (1.1) 33 (8) 27 (4) T97 n.d. 19 (6) 23 (7)
H52 n.d. 116 (17) 113 (8) V5 18.6 (8.6) 38 (10) 78 (8)
H72 92.1 (14.8) 74 (11) 50 (5) V19 0.0 (0.0) 4 (3) 1 (1)
H104 5.0 (5.7) 62 (19) 87 (11) V23 0.0 (0.0) 2 (2) 0 (0)
I58 0.0 (0.0) 2 (2) 0 (0) V31 15.8 (1.3) 32 (7) 28 (2)
I89 n.d. 8 (5) 3 (2) V59 0.0 (0.0) 4 (2) 2 (1)
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(Table 1). Oxidation of the intact protein led to the identi-
fication of additional oxidation products, relative to the
data obtained for synthetic peptide-1, for example, for
arginine and asparagine. An example of the appearance
of an oxidized peptide in the tandem MS spectrum of a
tryptic peptide from galectin-1 (FNAHGDANTIVCNSK)
before and after laser exposure is presented in Figure 3.
The MS/MS data clearly identified the oxidation of the
histidine residue (�22 Da). Sequence coverage of galectin-
1 as determined by MS/MS sequencing of tryptic
fragments was satisfactory over triplicates of the ex-
periments (�85% on average). Of these identified
residues, �42% displayed oxidation after a single
laser exposure (Figure 4a). A quantified list of the
total oxidation level observed for each residue is
presented in Table 4.
Because some residues will be on the protein surface,

and therefore exposed to hydroxyl radicals, while oth-
ers will be occluded in the core of the protein, it is
important to determine the percentage of residues that
might be expected to react, based on their exposure on
the surface of the protein and on their chemical suscep-
tibility to oxidation. To relate the oxidation data to the
3D structure of the protein, it is necessary to determine
the accessibility of each amino acid side chain to hy-
droxyl radical. Since hydroxyl radical is essentially the
same size as water, it is reasonable to assume that, for a

given side chain, the extent of oxidation will be related to
SASA of the side chain. This assumption has been quali-
tatively demonstrated by previous hydroxyl radical oxi-
dation studies [19, 21]. While SASA values may be deter-
mined directly from any 3D structure, to account for
side-chain motion in solution at room temperature, we
believe a more robust approach is to determine average
�SASA� values by MD simulation of the protein, rather
than from a single static structure, such as a homology
model or X-ray structure. As indicated from the standard
deviations in the�SASA� values computed from theMD
data (Table 4), side-chain motion can lead to significant
variations, which are not taken into account when only a
single structure is employed in the analysis.

Relationship Between Side-Chain Oxidation Levels
and Solvent Accessibility

From 1000 snapshots extracted from a 10 ns MD si-
mulation of the galectin-1 homodimer, the average
�SASA� of each amino acid side chain for all 134
residues was calculated (Figure 5 and Table 4). To
quantify the correlation between the observed oxidation
levels and the calculated �SASA� values, the experi-
mental and theoretical data were compiled for each
amino acid side chain. By plotting oxidation level
versus �SASA� value, for each side chain of the same

Figure 5. Solvent accessible surface area (�SASA�) for each of the 134 side chains in galectin-1.
Values for monomer (pink) and dimer (black) domains are reported. Shaded regions indicate the
dimer interface (blue). Other regions of low exposure include the sheets associated with the
�-sandwich structure (yellow).

Table 4. Continued

Residue

Oxidation [%] �SASA� [Å2]

Residue

Oxidation [%] �SASA� [Å2]

Dimer Dimer Monomer Dimer Dimer Monomer

I98 n.d. 3 (3) 0 (1) V85 n.d. 10 (6) 6 (1)
I117 0.0 (0.0) 1 (1) 1 (1) V87 n.d. 7 (4) 2 (1)
I128 0.0 (0.0) 14 (10) 13 (3) V131 0.0 (0.0) 12 (6) 28 (8)
K12 0.0 (0.0) 107 (15) 97 (10) W68 96.9 (3.3) 105 (9) 108 (8)
K18 0.0 (0.0) 64 (10) 109 (9) Y119 17.3 (22.1) 32 (6) 31 (4)

aStandard deviation in parentheses.
bOxidation level not determined due to excessive uncertainty in measurement or peak assignment.
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type, a linear relationship between�SASA� and extent
of oxidation was observed (Figure 6). Additionally, for
most side chains, a minimum solvent exposure ap-
peared to be required to enable any oxidation to occur.
The level of exposure required varied according to the
side chain, from a low of 2 Å2 for leucine to a high of

�48 Å2 for proline. The relationship naturally also
depends on the chemical susceptibility of the side chain
to oxidation, and to a far lesser extent on the local
primary sequence [69]. Additionally, under the condi-
tions employed here, some side chains remained essen-
tially unoxidized regardless of their exposure. From the

Figure 6. Percentage of oxidation versus side-chain �SASA� for selected amino acids. Highly reactive
side chains (a), (b) are characterized by steep slopes (%Ox/Å2 and low minimal exposure values (Å2.
Moderately reactive side chains (c), (d) require significant exposure before oxidization may occur. Side
chains that are inert under these experimental conditions (e), (f) show no sensitivity to level of exposure.
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slopes of the plots of �SASA� versus percent oxida-
tion, the side chains could be divided into categories
according to their reactivity (high, medium or low). For
example, highly reactive residues such as phenylala-
nine could be characterized by 12.9% oxidation/Å2,
whereas a medium reactivity residue, such as arginine
or proline would result in only 1% to 2% oxidation/Å2.
This simple analysis neglects the precise details of the
atomic site of reactivity, but nevertheless demonstrated
the direct dependence of oxidation level on side-chain
exposure. From each reactivity group, two plots of the
oxidation level dependence on the �SASA� are shown
in Figure 6. The extent to which these relationships are
transferable to other proteins is currently under inves-
tigation. However, the analysis presented here agrees
well with earlier characterization of side-chain reactiv-
ity to hydroxyl radical [55, 56]. Generally, highly reac-
tive amino acids include cysteine, methionine, the aro-
matics, and leucine. The medium reactivity category
includes arginine and proline, while the remaining amino
acids such as asparagine, aspartic acid, serine, lysine,
glutamine, glutamic acid, threonine, and alanine have low
reactivities. Having derived a quantitative relationship
between SASA and percent oxidation, it is possible in
principle to predict the extent of oxidation that should be
observed, given the 3D structure of a protein. To test the
accuracy of such predictions as well as the sensitivity of
the experimental method to 3D structure, these techniques
were applied to the characterization of the interface region
between monomeric domains in galectin-1.

Characterization of the Galectin-1 Dimer Interface

Most amino acid side chains were found to be reactive
to some extent under the current experimental condi-
tions (Table 1); however, the following residues were
consistently observed to be sensitive to oxidation: cys-
teine, methionine, tryptophan, tyrosine, phenylalanine,
histidine, leucine, valine, proline, arginine. Although an
experiment in which differences in oxidation levels
between the monomer and dimer were observed would
be well suited to characterize the dimer interface,
galectin-1 cannot be obtained in monomeric form. In
contrast, computationally, both species are amenable to
examination. Thus, by examining the difference in the
computed �SASA� values from independent 10 ns
MD simulations of the dimer and monomer, the inter-
face region was readily identified (residues 1–9 and
128–143), in agreement with those residues identified in
the X-ray structure of the dimer [60]. A subset of
reporter residues in the interface (L4, V5, L9, I128, V131,
and F133) was identified on the basis that they were
predicted to be at least partially shielded from solvent
in the interface, and that were likely to be reactive. The
observed oxidation levels for these residues are pre-
sented in Table 5 and illustrated in Figure 4b. With the
exception of F133, which was not identified in the
MS/MS data, the oxidation levels were markedly lower
for these interfacial residues than would be expected for

exposed residues. Notably, the predicted oxidation levels
for the dimer, based on the relationships derived above,
were in good agreement with the observed values.
The observation that L4 and V5 are significantly

oxidized (56% and 19%, respectively) despite being
associated with the interface [60], suggests that easily
oxidized side chains must be highly excluded from
solvent to prevent their oxidation under these reaction
conditions. Both L4 and V5 have reduced solvent acces-
sibilities relative to their �SASA� in the galectin-1
monomeric domain (�75% and 50%, respectively);
however, this is not sufficient to prevent their partial
oxidation. By employing the linear relationship be-
tween percentage oxidation and SASA, it is possible to
predict the level of oxidation for each of the residues in
the interface (Table 5). Notably, the predicted oxidation
levels for L4 (44%) and V5 (18%) are in good agreement
with the observed values. These relationships need to
be confirmed by analysis of further proteins; however,
they appear to offer a promising approach to relating
observed oxidation to 3D structure.
As expected, residues in the interface with very low

�SASA� values were not found to be oxidized, for
example L9, I128, and V131. Other residues that are
associated with the dimer interface, but which have
very low reactivity levels, did not get oxidized regard-
less of their solvent exposure (A1, A6, S7, N8, K129,
E134), which illustrates the benefit of identifying a
sub-set of reporter residues before attempting to inter-
pret the oxidation data purely in terms of 3D structure
effects.

Conclusions

A combined experimental and theoretical approach
directly applicable to protein surface mapping has been
presented. A linear relationship between the level of
side-chain oxidation and average �SASA� derived
from MD simulation data, has been derived. Notably,
each side chain has been found to require a minimum
level of exposure before it will be oxidized under the
mild conditions employed here. By considering this
minimal exposure requirement, with the known side-
chain reactivities, potential reporter groups may be
identified. Knowledge of the expected reporter groups
can be used to provide an estimate of the expected

Table 5. Experimentally-measured and �SASA�-derived
oxidation levels for reporter residues in the galectin-1
dimer interface

Residue

Oxidation [%] �SASA� [Å2]

measured predicted dimer monomer

L4 56 44 16 67
L9 0 4 3 14
V5 19 18 38 78
V131 0 4 12 28
I128 0 0 14 13
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surface oxidation levels and is therefore of significance
to the study of protein–protein and protein–ligand
interactions. Although not all amino acid side chains
react under the conditions presented here, the level of
surface coverage, in terms of those residues that were
exposed to solvent and that were not inert to oxidation,
was �70%. This level of coverage is far greater than
would be achieved using traditional chemical derivati-
zation methods, such as biotinylation or acetylation,
wherein only a few residues can act as reporter groups.
Equally significant to good coverage is the ability to
quantify the level of oxidation and relate that directly to
per-residue �SASA� values. This ability significantly
elevates the level of footprint resolution, which is key to
the practical application of this method in characteriz-
ing protein complexes. Such quantification facilitates
the identification of occluded surfaces and should pro-
vide a powerful tool for determining the 3D structures
of complexes that are not amenable to analysis by
traditional experimental structural methods.
Recent studies have employed oxidative footprinting

data to guide computational molecular docking, how-
ever, it was concluded that footprinting data alone was
insufficient to provide a definitive choice of model [70].
It is anticipated that the quantitative relationships de-
rived here to relate oxidation levels to 3D structure will
be valuable in such approaches. Additionally, we have
demonstrated that given an accurate structure for the
complex, it is possible to use�SASA� values to predict
oxidation levels that are in good agreement with exper-
imental data. Thus, data from oxidative footprinting are
likely to be particularly useful in validating indepen-
dently generated molecular complexes by, for example,
automated docking procedures.
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